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We address the issue of consistent interactions for off-shell fermion fields of arbitrary spin. These
interactions play a crucial role in the quantum hadrodynamical description of high-spin baryon res-
onances in hadronic processes. The Rarita-Schwinger description of high-spin fermion fields involves
unphysical degrees of freedom, associated with their lower-spin content. These enter the interaction
if not eliminated outright. The invariance condition of the interaction under the unconstrained
Rarita-Schwinger gauge removes the lower-spin content of the fermion propagator and leads to a
consistent description of the interaction. We develop the most general, consistent interaction struc-
ture for high-spin fermions. We find that the power of the momentum dependence of a consistent
interaction rises with the spin of the fermion field. This leads to unphysical structures in the energy
dependence of the computed tree-level cross sections when the short-distance physics is cut off with
standard hadronic form factors. A novel, spin-dependent hadronic form factor is proposed that
suppresses the unphysical artifacts.
PACS numbers: 03.70.+k, 11.10.-z, 11.10.Ef, 11.15.-q, 13.30.-a, 13.30.Eg, 13.60.-r, 13.60.Le, 13.60.Rj,
13.75.-n, 13.75.Jz, 14.20.Gk
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1941, William Rarita and Julian Schwinger pro-
posed a quantum field theory for particles with an ar-
bitrary half integral spin s [1]. Today, 70 years later,
this theory is commonly used to describe phenomena
that involve relativistic high-spin (s ≥ 3/2) fermions. In
the Rarita-Schwinger (R-S) theory a relativistic spin-s
fermion, with s = n + 1/2 and n ∈ N∗, is described by
the totally symmetric spin-(n+ 1/2) field ψµ1...µn , which
obeys the so-called R-S equations
(i∂/−m)ψµ1...µn = 0, (1a)
γµ1ψµ1µ2...µn = 0. (1b)
These equations comprise the equations of motion (1a),
which are akin to those of the Dirac theory, and the
R-S constraints (1b). By construction, R-S fields have
redundant degrees of freedom (dof), which are associ-
ated with unphysical lower-spin fields. Massive R-S fields
have 4(n+3)!3!n! dof whereas the required number is 4(n+1).
The R-S constraints (1b) eliminate the redundant dof of
non-interacting R-S fields [1]. Massless R-S fields, how-
ever, can have only four dof in order to guarantee con-
sistency with the special theory of relativity. Therefore,
the massless R-S theory should be invariant under the
spin-(n+ 1/2) R-S gauge (RSn+1/2) [2]
ψµ1...µn → ψµ1...µn +
i
n(n− 1)!
∑
P (µ)
∂µ1ξµ2...µn ,
γµ1ξµ1µ2...µn−1 = 0. (2)
∗Electronic address: Tom.Vrancx@UGent.be
The notation
∑
P (µ) denotes the summing over all the
permutations of the µi indices. Further, ξµ1...µn−1 rep-
resents a totally symmetric, space-time-dependent rank-
(n−1) tensor-spinor field. The inclusion of the factor i in
Eq. (2) is a convention. If ψµ1...µn is a real field, then the
field ξµ1...µn−1 has to be defined as an imaginary field.
The interacting case is more convoluted. If the R-S
field is off its mass shell (“off-shell”) the unphysical R-
S components might participate in the interaction if not
eliminated in a controlled way. Such an interaction is
dubbed “inconsistent” since it is not mediated purely by
the physical component of the R-S field. Several, phys-
ically unacceptable, problems are associated with these
inconsistent interactions, the most famous of which are
the Johnson-Sudarshan and Velo-Zwanzinger problems
[3, 4].
In 1998, Vladimir Pascalutsa succeeded in formulat-
ing a consistent interaction theory for massive spin-3/2
fields [5]. The consistency is provided by the invariance
of the spin-3/2 interaction under the local U(1) gauge.
In Sec. II A of this paper Pascalutsa’s theory is extended
and a consistent interaction theory for massive spin-5/2
fields is developed. In Sec. II B, the most general con-
sistent interaction structure for massive spin-(n+ 1/2)
fields is derived, based on a generalization of the results
obtained for the spin-5/2 theory in Sec. II A. Then, con-
sistent couplings for the (φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-
theories are constructed. Here, the fields φ, ψ and Aµ
represent a spin-0 field, a spin-1/2 field and a spin-1
field. Section III illustrates the application of the consis-
tent (φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-couplings in hadron
physics. In Sec. III A, the problems which arise when
combining consistent high-spin interactions with stan-
dard hadronic form factors are discussed. To our knowl-
edge, this issue has never been pointed out in the relevant
literature so far. An alternative hadronic form factor is
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2proposed in Sec. III B which remedies the issues men-
tioned in Sec. III A. Finally, Sec. IV states the conclusions
of this work.
II. CONSISTENT INTERACTIONS
A. The massive spin-5/2 field
1. Gauge-invariance as a requirement for a consistent
interaction theory
A general interaction theory for a massive off-shell
spin-5/2 field ψµν and an on-shell source Jµν can be con-
structed from a Lagrangian of the type
LI = ψµνJµν + Jµνψµν , (3)
where the subscript I stands for “interaction”. In order
to obtain a consistent spin-5/2 interaction theory, LI has
to be constructed in such a way that only the physical
P5/2µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ component of ψµν mediates the interaction,
i.e.
Γ
µν
f ({pf})Pµν;λρ(p)Γλρi ({pi})
= Γ
µν
f ({pf})
p/+m
p2 −m2P
5/2
µν;λρ(p)Γ
λρ
i ({pi}), (4)
with m the mass of ψµν , Γ
µν
i,f ({pi,f}) the initial/final in-
teraction vertex which is derived from the source Jµνi,f ,
Pµν;λρ(p) the spin-5/2 propagator and P5/2µν;λρ(p) the spin-
5/2 projection operator. Further, p represents the four-
momentum of ψµν and {pi,f} denotes the collection of
four-momenta of the fields that are contained in Jµνi,f .
The explicit expressions for the spin-5/2 projection oper-
ator and the spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 projection operators,
which project the field ψµν onto its unphysical spin-3/2
and spin-1/2 components, are given in Appendix A.
The propagator Pµν;λρ(p) can be projected onto the
spin-5/2, spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 projection operators,
which span the complete spin-5/2 space in the R-S repre-
sentation. As is seen from Eqs. (A1), (A2) and (A3), the
spin projection operators contain terms that are propor-
tional to p−2 and p−4. However, in order to describe a
massive off-shell spin-5/2 field in a physically meaningful
way, Pµν;λρ(p) has to be regular for p
2 → 0. So, in the ex-
pression for Pµν;λρ(p) the singular terms, stemming from
the spin projection operators, have to cancel each other
out.
In a consistent spin-5/2 interaction only the physical
spin-5/2 component of Pµν;λρ(p) remains, as is expressed
through Eq. (4). Since the left-hand side of Eq. (4) is reg-
ular for p2 → 0, the right-hand side of this equation has
to be regular for p2 → 0 as well. So, in order for Eq. (4)
to hold, the singular terms of the spin-5/2 projection
operator have to be removed by the interaction vertices
Γµνi,f ({pi,f}). This implies that the interaction vertices
cannot be completely arbitrary. Instead they have to be
constrained by a certain local symmetry. This local sym-
metry can readily be found. Indeed, all of the singular
terms of P5/2µν;λρ(p) are at least linear in pµ, pν , pλ or pρ.
It is straightforward to show that the right-hand side of
Eq. (4) is only regular for p2 → 0 when the interaction
vertices satisfy the following transversality conditions
pµΓ
µν
I = 0,
pνΓ
µν
I = 0. (5)
This requirement is equivalent to the invariance of LI
under the unconstrained spin-5/2 R-S (uRS5/2) gauge
ψµν → ψµν + i
2
(∂µχν + ∂νχµ) , (6)
where χµ represents an arbitrary, space-time-dependent
rank-one tensor-spinor field. The invariance of interac-
tion theories under the uRS5/2 gauge of Eq. (6) is the
required local symmetry that guarantees the consistency
of massive, off-shell spin-5/2 interactions.
Constructing interaction vertices (which are derived
from the sources) that satisfy conditions (5) is not a triv-
ial task. However, by using a field construction that is
invariant under the uRS5/2 gauge (6), the problem of
finding conserved sources can be circumvented.
2. The gauge-invariant field
Inspired by the gauge-invariant field
Gµ,ν = i (∂µψν − ∂νψµ) , (7)
which was introduced by Pascalutsa in Ref. [5] to set up
consistent interaction theories for spin-3/2 particles, a
gauge-invariant spin-5/2 field can be constructed. The
field Gµ,ν can be rewritten as
Gµ,ν = i (∂µgνλ − ∂νgµλ)ψλ,
= O
3/2
(µ,ν)λ(∂)ψ
λ, (8)
which reveals the interaction operator O
3/2
(µ,ν)λ(∂) =
−O3/2(ν,µ)λ(∂). This operator has the following property
∂λO
3/2
(µ,ν)λ(∂) = O
3/2
(µ,ν)λ(∂)∂
λ = 0, (9)
which ensures the invariance of Gµ,ν under the uRS5/2
gauge. The notation “(µ, ν)λ” for the tensor indices of
the spin-3/2 interaction operator is used to separate the
actual Lorentz indices of the gauge-invariant field, i.e. µ
and ν, from the Lorentz index that is contracted with
the spin-3/2 field, i.e. λ. The corresponding spin-5/2 in-
teraction operator, i.e. O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂), is constructed from
3the direct product of two spin-3/2 interaction operators
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂)
=
1
4
(
O
3/2
(µ,λ)σ(∂)O
3/2
(ν,ρ)τ (∂) +O
3/2
(µ,ρ)σ(∂)O
3/2
(ν,λ)τ (∂)
+O
3/2
(µ,λ)τ (∂)O
3/2
(ν,ρ)σ(∂) +O
3/2
(µ,ρ)τ (∂)O
3/2
(ν,λ)σ(∂)
)
,
= −1
2
∂µ∂ν (gλσgρτ + gλτgρσ)
− 1
2
∂λ∂ρ (gµσgντ + gµτgνσ)
+
1
4
∂µ∂λ (gνσgρτ + gντgρσ)
+
1
4
∂µ∂ρ (gνσgλτ + gντgλσ)
+
1
4
∂ν∂λ (gµσgρτ + gµτgρσ)
+
1
4
∂ν∂ρ (gµσgλτ + gµτgλσ) . (10)
The corresponding gauge-invariant field for the spin-5/2
theory reads
Gµν,λρ = O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂)ψ
στ ,
= −∂µ∂νψλρ − ∂λ∂ρψµν
+
1
2
(∂µ∂λψνρ + ∂µ∂ρψνλ
+ ∂ν∂λψµρ + ∂ν∂ρψµλ), (11)
where the symmetry of the spin-5/2 field, i.e. ψµν = ψνµ,
has been applied. This field is invariant under the uRS5/2
gauge (6) since
∂σO
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂) = O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂)∂
σ = 0,
∂τO
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂) = O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (∂)∂
τ = 0. (12)
The specific definition (10) for the spin-5/2 interaction
operator is chosen so as to symmetrize Gµν,λρ, i.e.
Gµν,λρ = Gνµ,λρ = Gµν,ρλ = Gνµ,ρλ,
Gµν,λρ = Gλρ,µν . (13)
An interaction theory constructed from Gµν,λρ and a
source Tµνλρ, i.e.
LI = Gµν,λρTµνλρ + TµνλρGµν,λρ, (14)
consequently generates interaction vertices which obey
the transversality conditions of Eq. (5).
3. The propagator and the consistent interaction structure
Apart from the interaction vertices, the Feynman prop-
agator is another key element in the quantum field theory
of an interaction. The Lagrangian LI , defined in Eq. (14),
gives rise to the following interaction structure
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P
στ ;σ′τ ′(p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p), (15)
in the transition amplitude. In Ref. [6], Shklyar et
al. derived an explicit form for the spin-5/2 propagator
Pµν;λρ(p). This propagator form, however, is not suit-
able for the current analysis because it does not lead to
the consistent interaction structure of Eq. (4). In other
words, with the propagator of Ref. [6], the imposed con-
dition of invariance of the interaction theory under the
uRS5/2 gauge (6) is not sufficient to remove the unphys-
ical interactions from the Feynman amplitude. Indeed,
using properties (12) in momentum space and the ex-
plicit definitions of the lower-spin projection operators
(A2) and (A3), it is easy to show that
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P3/2,στ ;σ
′τ ′
ij (p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p) = 0,
i, j = 1, 2 ij 6= 22, (16)
and
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P1/2,στ ;σ
′τ ′
kl (p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p) = 0,
k, l = 1, 2, 3 kl 6= 22. (17)
This implies that all the lower-spin components of ψµν ,
except for P1/222,µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ and P3/222,µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ, decou-
ple from a gauge-invariant spin-5/2 interaction. The
propagator from Ref. [6], however, contains these pro-
jection operators for arbitrary values of its two free pa-
rameters. For a specific choice of one of the parame-
ters, P3/222,µν;λρ(p) can be removed from the propagator.
However, this is not the case for the spin-1/2 sector and
the interaction will always receive contributions from the
propagating P1/222,µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ component. This peculiar-
ity is intimately related to the infamous discontinuity in
the R-S description of spin-5/2 fields, which was found
by Berends et al. in Ref. [8]: the zero-mass limit of the
massive theory does not coincide with the massless the-
ory, which is invariant under the RS5/2 gauge (2). The
conclusion is that a “gauge-invariant” spin-5/2 propaga-
tor, i.e. without terms proportional to P1/222,µν;λρ(p) and
P3/222,µν;λρ(p), cannot be derived from the massive spin-5/2
theory. It is clear that in order to construct a consistent
interaction from a gauge-invariant theory, a different ap-
proach should be adopted.
The commonly used spin-3/2 propagator reads [7]
Pµ;ν(p) =
p/+m
p2 −m2
(
gµν − 1
3
γµγν
− 1
3m
(γµpν − γνpµ)− 2
3m2
pµpν
)
. (18)
It is important to note that this propagator results from
a massive theory that is invariant under the RS3/2 gauge
4in the zero-mass limit [5]. The projection operator that
projects the spin-3/2 field ψµ onto the physical spin-3/2
component P3/2µν (∂)ψν is given by [7]
P3/2µ;ν (p) =
(
gµν − 1
3
γµγν
− p/
3p2
(γµpν − γνpµ)− 2
3p2
pµpν
)
. (19)
A closer inspection shows that the “gauge-invariant”
spin-3/2 propagator (18) can be obtained from the spin-
3/2 projection operator (19) by means of the following
substitutions
p/→ m,
p2 → m2, (20)
and subsequently multiplying it with (p/ − m)−1. Since
[p/, γµ] 6= 0, the subsitution p/→ m of Eq. (20) only holds
when all the p/’s are moved to the left from the Dirac ma-
trices, which is the case in expression (19). Equivalently,
when all the p/’s are moved to the right from the Dirac
matrices the substitution p/→ −m should be carried out.
Applying the prescription of Eq. (20) to the spin-5/2 pro-
jection operator (A1) results in the following expression
for the spin-5/2 propagator
Pµν;λρ(p)
=
p/+m
p2 −m2
[
1
2
(gµλgνρ + gµρgνλ)− 1
5
gµνgλρ
− 1
10
(gµλγνγρ + gµργνγλ + gνλγµγρ + gνργµγλ)
+
1
10m
(
gµλ(pνγρ − pργν) + gµρ(pνγλ − pλγν)
+ gνλ(pµγρ − pργµ) + gνρ(pµγλ − pλγµ)
)
+
1
5m2
(gµνpνpρ + gλρpµpν)
− 2
5m2
(gµλpνpρ + gµρpνpλ + gνλpµpρ + gνρpµpλ)
+
1
10m2
(γµγλpνpρ + γµγρpνpλ
+ γνγλpµpρ + γνγρpµpλ)
+
1
5m3
(γµpνpλpρ + γνpµpλpρ
− γλpµpνpρ − γρpµpνpλ) + 2
5m4
pµpνpλpρ
]
. (21)
Expanding Pµν;λρ(p) in terms of the projection operators
defined in Eqs. (A1), (A2) and (A3) leads to the following
expression
Pµν;λρ(p)
=
[
p/+m
p2 −m2P
5/2
− 4
5m2
(p/+m)P3/211 +
1√
5m
(
P3/212 + P3/221
)
+
2
5m4
(p/+m)(p2 −m2)P1/211 −
1
5m2
(p/+m)P1/233
+
√
3
5m2
(p/+m)
(
P1/212 + P1/221
)
−
√
6
5m3
(p2 −m2)
(
P1/213 + P1/231
)
−
√
2
5m
(
P3/232 + P3/223
)]
µν;λρ
(p). (22)
This propagator is a Hermitian operator
P †µν;λρ(p) = γ0Pλρ;µν(p)γ0, (23)
and has the following symmetry properties
Pµν;λρ(p) = Pνµ;λρ(p) = Pµν;ρλ(p) = Pνµ;ρλ(p). (24)
Moreover, this propagator does not recieve contributions
from P1/222,µν;λρ(p) and P3/222,µν;λρ(p). As a result, it gen-
erates consistent couplings from gauge-invariant interac-
tion theories
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P
στ ;σ′τ ′(p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p)
=
p/+m
p2 −m2O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P5/2,στ ;σ
′τ ′(p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p),
(25)
which is precisely of the form proposed in Eq. (4).
As a result, the unphysical components in the propa-
gator completely decouple from the interaction which
is fully mediated by the physical spin-5/2 component
P5/2µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ. Combining Eqs. (12) and (21), the con-
sistent interaction structure (25) can be reduced to
O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)P
στ ;σ′τ ′(p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p)
=
p/+m
p2 −m2O
5/2
(µν,λρ)στ (p)O
5/2
(µ′ν′,λ′ρ′)σ′τ ′(p)
×
[
1
2
(
gσσ
′
gττ
′
+ gστ
′
gτσ
′)− 1
5
gστgσ
′τ ′
− 1
10
(
gσσ
′
γτγτ
′
+ gστ
′
γτγσ
′
+ gτσ
′
γσγτ
′
+ gττ
′
γσγσ
′)]
. (26)
From Eq. (26) it becomes clear why relation (25) holds,
without resorting to the decomposition (22) of the prop-
agator. The propagator was obtained from the spin-5/2
projection operator by means of the substitutions (20).
5These only affect the terms that are at least linear in pµ,
which all vanish upon contraction with the interaction
operator since relations (12) hold. As a result, only the
physical component of the propagator remains present in
(25).
The above-mentioned method for deriving Pµν;λρ(p)
raises some issues. As a matter of fact, there is an infi-
nite number of propagators that satisfy conditions (23)
and (24) and concurrently lead to consistent interactions.
However, it is confirmed by Huang et al. in their work
on the Feynman propagator for a particle with arbitrary
spin [10], that expression (21) is indeed the appropriate
one for the spin-5/2 propagator apart from a series of
non-covariant terms. As emphasized by Steven Wein-
berg in Ref. [11], the non-covariant terms should be re-
moved from the Feynman propagator in order to guar-
antee that the S-matrix remains invariant under proper
orthochronous Lorentz transformations. The derivation
of the Feynman propagator by Huang et al. does not rely
on the expression for the free R-S Lagrangian. Instead
the propagator is derived from its definition: the vacuum
expectation value of the time-ordered product of the free
R-S field and its adjoint. For the spin-5/2 theory, this
definition gives rise to the following propagator
∆µν;λρF (x− x′) = 〈0|T {ψµν(x)ψ
λρ
(x′)}|0〉,
= θ(t− t′)〈0|ψµν(x)ψλρ(x′)|0〉
− θ(t′ − t)〈0|ψλρ(x′)ψµν(x)|0〉. (27)
The calculation of the Feynman propagator by Huang et
al. is based on the solutions to the R-S Eqs. (1). There-
fore, this method does not suffer from the mentioned dis-
continuity between the massive and the massless spin-5/2
theory.
We mention that in Ref. [9], Shklyar et al. obtained
a consistent spin-5/2 interaction by the explicit replace-
ment
P ′µν;λρ(p)→
p4
m4
p/+m
p2 −m2P
5/2
µν;λρ(p), (28)
in the expression for the spin-5/2 interaction structure.
They use the following expression for P ′µν;λρ(p)
P ′µν;λρ(p) =
p/+m
p2 −m2
(
1
2
(SµλSνρ + SµρSνλ)− 1
5
SµνSλρ
+
1
10
(
S/µS/λSνρ + S/µS/ρSνλ
+ S/νS/λSµλ + S/νS/ρSµρ
))
, (29)
with
Sµν(p) = −gµν + 1
m2
pµpν ,
S/µ(p) = γ
νSµν(p),
= −γµ + p/
m2
pµ. (30)
Note that P ′µν;λρ(p) does not coincide with Pµν;λρ(p) of
Eq. (21). In Ref. [9], Shklyar et al. assume that a uRS5/2
gauge-invariant interaction leads to the substitution (28)
in the spin-5/2 interaction structure. However, they do
not prove this statement. Furthermore, P ′µν;λρ(p) is not a
spin-5/2 propagator, it is a “regular” spin-5/2 projection
operator that is multiplied with (p/−m)−1. By “regular”
we mean that the singular p−2 and p−4 factors of the
spin-5/2 projection operator are replaced with the factors
m−2 and m−4 respectively.
B. Massive fermion fields with arbitrary spin
1. The general consistent interaction structure
In the previous section it was demonstrated how consis-
tent interaction structures can be constructed for off-shell
spin-5/2 fields. These results will now be generalized to
off-shell spin-s fermions, with s = n+ 1/2 and n ∈ N∗.
The generalized interaction operator is defined as
O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)
=
1
(n!)2
∑
P (ν)
∑
P (λ)
O
3/2
(µ1,ν1)λ1
(∂) · · ·O3/2(µn,νn)λn(∂). (31)
Note that
O˜
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)
=
1
(n!)3
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
∑
P (λ)
O
3/2
(µ1,ν1)λ1
(∂) · · ·O3/2(µn,νn)λn(∂),
= 0, (32)
since this operator is symmetric under µi ↔ νj and
O
3/2
(µ,ν)λ = −O3/2(ν,µ)λ. The associated gauge-invariant field
for the spin-(n+ 1/2) theory is given by
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn = O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)ψλ1...λn , (33)
where ψµ1...µn represents the spin-(n+ 1/2) R-S field.
Considering the expression for O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)
of Eq. (31) and the total symmetry of ψµ1...µn in its
Lorentz indices, the expression for Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn of
Eq. (33) is reduced to
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn =
1
n!
∑
P (ν)
O
3/2
(µ1,ν1)λ1
(∂) · · ·O3/2(µn,νn)λn(∂)
× ψλ1...λn . (34)
This expression for Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn can be reformulated as
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn =
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
n∑
k=0
Gnk ∂ν1 · · · ∂νk
× ∂µk+1 · · · ∂µnψµ1...µkνk+1...νn , (35)
6with
Gnk =
in(−1)k
n!k!(n− k)! . (36)
The field Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn is totally symmetric in its µi and
νj indices and has the following property
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn = (−1)nGν1...νn,µ1...µn . (37)
Further, it is invariant under the uRSn+1/2 gauge
ψµ1...µn → ψµ1...µn +
i
n(n− 1)!
∑
P (µ)
∂µ1χµ2...µn , (38)
with χµ1...µn−1 an arbitrary, totally symmetric, space-
time-dependent rank-(n− 1) tensor-spinor field. The in-
variance of Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn under the uRSn+1/2 gauge (38)
is assured by the following properties of the interaction
operator
∂λkO
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)
= O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn
(∂)∂λk ,
= 0, (39)
where k runs from 1 to n. The interaction theory
LI = Gµ1...µn,ν1...νnTµ1...µnν1...νn
+ Tµ1...µnν1...νnG
µ1...µn,ν1...νn , (40)
which couples the gauge-invariant field Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn to
the external source Tµ1...µnν1...νn , generates transverse in-
teraction vertices, i.e.
pµkΓ
µ1...µn
I = 0, (41)
where k runs from 1 to n, pµ represents the four-
momentum of ψµ1...µn and Γ
λ1...λn
I the interaction vertex
derived from O
n+1/2 λ1...λn
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)
(∂)Tµ1...µnν1...νn .
The next step consists of defining the spin-(n+ 1/2)
projection operators. The general expressions for the
spin projection operators for bosons and fermions were
first derived by Behrends and Fronsdal in Ref. [12]. The
spin-(n+ 1/2) projection operator is defined as
Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)
=
n+ 1
2n+ 3
γµPn+1µµ1...µn;νν1...νn(p)γν , (42)
and depends on the spin-(n+1) projection operator. The
expression for the spin-n projection operator reads
Pnµ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)
=
1
n!2
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
kmax∑
k=0
AnkPµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
×
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (43)
with
kmax =
{
n
2 n even,
n−1
2 n odd,
(44)
and Pµν
Pµν = gµν − 1
p2
pµpν . (45)
The coefficients Ank are given as
Ank =
1
(−2)k
n!
k!(n− 2k)!
(2n− 2k − 1)!!
(2n− 1)!! . (46)
However, expression (42) for the spin-(n+ 1/2) projec-
tion operator can be further elaborated by explicitly car-
rying out the contractions with the Dirac matrices. This
leads to a more convenient expression for the projection
operator. Through a series of tedious calculations, which
is the subject of Appendix B, the definition of the spin-
(n+ 1/2) projection operator is reformulated as
Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) =
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
(
kmax,1∑
k=0
AnkPµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi
+ P/µ1P/ν1
kmax,2∑
k=0
BnkPµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi
)
, (47)
with
kmax,1 =
{
n
2 n even,
n−1
2 n odd,
kmax,2 =
{
n−2
2 n even,
n−1
2 n odd.
(48)
The coefficients Ank and Bnk read
Ank =
1
(−2)k
1
n!k!(n− 2k)!
(2n− 2k + 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
, (49a)
Bnk = −
1
(−2)k
1
n!k!(n− 2k − 1)!
(2n− 2k − 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
. (49b)
7The spin-(n+ 1/2) projection operator is totally sym-
metric in its µi indices as well as in its νj indices and
satisfies the R-S constraints
γµ1Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) = Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)γν1 = 0,
pµ1Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) = Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)pν1 = 0. (50)
The general expression for the spin-(n+ 1/2) propagator,
which was derived by Huang et al. in Ref. [10], consists of
a covariant part and a non-covariant part. The covariant
part of the propagator is given as
Pµ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) =
p/+m
p2 −m2 P˜
n+1/2
µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p). (51)
The “on-shell” spin projection operator P˜n+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)
is obtained from the “off-shell” spin projection operator
Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) through the substitutions
Pµν(p) = gµν − 1
p2
pµpν ,
→ gµν − 1
m2
pµpν , (52a)
and
P/µ(p)P/ν(p)
= γµγν +
p/
p2
(γµpν − γνpµ)− 1
p2
pµpν ,
→ γµγν + 1
m
(γµpν − γνpµ)− 1
m2
pµpν . (52b)
These are equivalent to the substitutions (20) carried out
for the spin-5/2 theory. The non-covariant part of the
propagator should obviously be ignored to preserve the
Lorentz invariance of the transition amplitude, as is re-
quired by the special theory of relativity.
The consistency of gauge-invariant interactions, which
are described by the interaction Lagrangian (40), can now
be proven. As becomes clear from substitutions (52), the
spin-(n+ 1/2) propagator Pµ1...µn;ν1...νn(p) differs from
the spin-(n+ 1/2) projection operator Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)
in the momentum-dependent terms. However, consider-
ing the properties of Eq. (39) the momentum-dependent
terms of the propagator drop out from the interaction
structure. As a consequence, the general interaction
structure is invariant under substitutions of the type (52)
and the propagator can be replaced by
Pµ1...µn;ν1...νn(p)→
p/+m
p2 −m2P
n+1/2
µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p). (53)
This proves the consistency of gauge-invariant inter-
actions. The latter property follows directly from
the fact that the physical spin-(n+ 1/2) component
Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(∂)ψν1...νn of ψµ1...µn mediates the interac-
tion.
The expression for the most general consistent inter-
action structure is reduced to
O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)σ1...σn
(p)Pσ1...σn;τ1...τn(p)O
n+1/2
(λ1...λn,ρ1...ρn)τ1...τn
(p)
=
p/+m
p2 −m2O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)σ1...σn
(p)O
n+1/2
(λ1...λn,ρ1...ρn)τ1...τn
(p)
×
∑
P (σ)
∑
P (τ)
(
kmax,1∑
k=0
Ankgσ1σ2gτ1τ2 · · · gσ2k−1σ2kgτ2k−1τ2k
n∏
i=2k+1
gσiτi
+ γσ1γτ1
kmax,2∑
k=0
Bnk gσ2σ3gτ2τ3 · · · gσ2kσ2k+1gτ2kτ2k+1
n∏
i=2k+2
gσiτi
)
, (54)
owing to relations (39). From Eq. (54) it can be con-
cluded that the power of the momentum dependence of
the consistent interaction structure rises with the spin
of the R-S field. This is a direct consequence of the
gauge-invariance of the interaction. Indeed, the spin-
specific momentum dependence of the consistent inter-
action structure is provided by the two interaction oper-
ators of Eq. (54) and the interaction operator consists of
products of n four-momenta, as can be derived from the
definition of O
n+1/2
(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)σ1...σn
(p) in Eq. (31).
2. Consistent couplings for the (φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and
(Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-theories
Consistent interaction theories for off-shell spin-
(n+ 1/2) fields can be constructed from the gauge-
8invariant field Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn , which is defined as
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn =
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
n∑
k=0
Gnk ∂ν1 · · · ∂νk
× ∂µk+1 · · · ∂µnψµ1...µkνk+1...νn . (55)
From Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn a much more convenient gauge-
invariant field can be derived, considering the fact that
Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn posesses twice as many Lorentz indices as
the original field ψµ1...µn . This field is defined as
Ψµ1...µn = γ
ν1 · · · γνnGµ1...µn,ν1...νn ,
=
∑
P (µ)
n∑
k=0
n!Gnk ∂/ k∂µk+1 · · · ∂µn
× γνk+1 · · · γνnψµ1...µkνk+1...νn , (56)
and shares the properties of ψµ1...µn . Indeed, it has the
same number of Lorentz indices, it is a totally symmetric
field and it obeys the R-S constraints
∂µ1Ψµ1...µn → 0, (57a)
γµ1Ψµ1...µn → 0. (57b)
That is the field combinations in (57) result in a zero
transition amplitude, as will be clarified shortly. The
corresponding interaction operator for the field Ψµ1...µn
reads
On+1/2(µ1...µn)λ1...λn(∂)
= γν1 · · · γνnOn+1/2(µ1...µn,ν1...νn)λ1...λn(∂),
=
1
n!
∑
P (λ)
O3/2(µ1)λ1(∂) · · · O
3/2
(µn)λn
(∂), (58)
with
O3/2(µ)λ(∂) = γνO3/2(µ,ν)λ(∂),
= i (∂µγλ − ∂/gµλ) . (59)
The advantage of using Ψµ1...µn instead of Gµ1...µn,ν1...νn
should be clear: the reduction in the number of Lorentz
indices along with the R-S constraints (57), lower the
number of possible interaction theories. The interaction
structure associated with Ψµ1...µn is found to be
On+1/2(µ1...µn)λ1...λn(p)Pλ1...λn;ρ1...ρn(p)O
n+1/2
(ν1...νn)ρ1...ρn
(p)
= p2n
p/+m
p2 −m2P
n+1/2
µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p). (60)
Indeed, only the term (−p/)ngµ1λ1 · · · gµnλn of the
interation operator, which corresponds to the term
(−i∂/)nψµ1...µn of Ψµ1...µn , contributes to the interaction
structure. All other terms of the interaction operator
contain at least one γλi and vanish subsequently due to
the first of properties (50). Since the interaction struc-
ture associated with Ψµ1...µn is proportional to the spin-
(n+ 1/2) projection operator Pn+1/2µ1...µn;ν1...νn(p), relations
(57) follow immediately from properties (50). Eq. (60)
is just how a consistent local interaction structure would
be constructed in an intuitive way. It is proportional
to the spin-(n+ 1/2) projection operator, which ensures
the consistency of the interaction, and the non-localities
of the latter are exactly canceled through the p2n factor.
In order to construct consistent couplings for the
(φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-theories, the spin-3/2
theory is considered first, since this is the most simple
and hence most studied R-S theory. Popular choices for
the (φψψ∗µ)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ)-couplings read [13]
L′φψψ∗µ =
ig0
mφ
ψ
µ
Θµν(z0)Γψ∂
νφ+ H.c., (61)
and
L′(1)Aµψψ∗µ =
ig1
2mψ
ψ
µ
Θµν(z1)ΓγλψF
λν + H.c.,
L′(2)Aµψψ∗µ = −
g2
4m2ψ
ψ
µ
Θµν(z2)Γ∂λψF
λν + H.c.,
L′(3)Aµψψ∗µ = −
g3
4m2ψ
ψ
µ
Θµν(z3)Γψ∂λF
λν + H.c.. (62)
Here, the gi’s are coupling constants, the zi’s are so-called
off-shell parameters, Θµν(z) = gµν −
(
z + 12
)
γµγν is the
off-shell tensor and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. Further, Γ = 1
if the parity of the outgoing state and the incoming state
are equal, and Γ = γ5 in the opposite situation. The
Lagrangians of Eqs. (61) and (62) are inconsistent since
they involve unphysical interactions which are mediated
by the spin-1/2 component of ψµ. This comes as no sur-
prise since these couplings are not gauge-invariant. How-
ever, the inconsistent off-shell interactions can be turned
into consistent interactions by means of the substitution
Θµν(zi)ψ
ν → 1
m
Ψµ, (63)
where m represents the mass of φ or twice the mass of
ψ. The new, consistent (φψψ∗µ)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ)-couplings
read
Lφψψ∗µ =
ig0
m2φ
ΨµΓψ∂
µφ+ H.c., (64)
and
L(1)Aµψψ∗µ =
ig1
4m2ψ
ΨµΓγνψF
νµ + H.c.,
L(2)Aµψψ∗µ = −
g2
8m3ψ
ΨµΓ∂νψF
νµ + H.c.,
L(3)Aµψψ∗µ = −
g3
8m3ψ
ΨµΓψ∂νF
νµ + H.c.. (65)
The consistency of these interactions is guaranteed by the
explicitly gauge-invariant field Ψµ = i (∂µγ
νψν − ∂/ψµ).
Note that the derivative acting on φ in Lagrangian (64)
cannot be replaced by a Dirac matrix due to property
9(57a). The interaction Lagrangian with the derivative
acting on ψ, i.e.
Lφψψ∗µ =
ig0
m2φ
ΨµΓ∂
µψφ+ H.c., (66)
is equivalent to (64), aside from a minus sign, as is seen
from partial integration and property (57b).
The consistent interaction Lagrangians for the spin-
3/2 theory, i.e. (64) and (65), can be generalized to the
spin-(n+ 1/2) theory. The consistent (φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and
(Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-couplings read
Lφψψ∗µ1...µn =
ing0
m2nφ
Ψµ1...µnΓψ∂
µ1 · · · ∂µnφ+ H.c., (67)
and
L(1)Aµψψ∗µ1...µn =
ing1
(2mψ)2n
Ψµ1...µn−1µnΓγν∂
µ1 · · · ∂µn−1ψF νµn + H.c.,
L(2)Aµψψ∗µ1...µn =
in+1g2
(2mψ)2n+1
Ψµ1...µn−1µnΓ∂ν∂
µ1 · · · ∂µn−1ψF νµn + H.c.,
L(3)Aµψψ∗µ1...µn =
in+1g3
(2mψ)2n+1
Ψµ1...µn−1µnΓ∂
µ1 · · · ∂µn−1ψ∂νF νµn + H.c.. (68)
Indeed, the joining (n− 1) Lorentz indices of Ψµ1...µn , as
compared to Ψµ, can only be contracted by derivatives
which do not act on Ψµ1...µn since properties (57) hold.
III. CONSISTENT INTERACTIONS IN
HADRON PHYSICS
The nucleon has various excited states, which are com-
monly dubbed “nucleon resonances”. They are identi-
fied with their different masses, spins and decay widths,
which reflect the specific internal structure of the reso-
nance. The quantitative information on the excited nu-
cleon states is gathered by PDG from various partial-
wave analyses, which aim at describing pion- and photon-
induced meson production processes [14]. Alternatively,
these processes can be described by isobar models. An
extensive overview of the various partial-wave and iso-
bar models is found in Ref. [15]. In order to describe
nucleon excitation processes in a consistent way, isobar
models require a consistent, high-spin interaction theory.
Such a theory was developed in Sec. II B 2. In the next
sections it is illustrated how this interaction theory can
be implemented in the study of processes which are of
key importance in hadron physics. To this end, the K+Λ
photoproduction process from the proton is selected
γp→ K+Λ. (69)
It is worth stressing that all discussions of the next sec-
tions apply equally well to other hadronic processes that
involve off-shell high-spin interactions.
A. Inconsistency of standard hadronic form factors
The threshold energy W0 for K
+Λ production is given
by [14]
W0 = mK+ +mΛ ≈ 1610 MeV. (70)
In an effective-field framework, the p(γ,K+)Λ reaction is
modeled with hadrons as the basic degrees of freedom, i.e
the hadrons are represented by effective quantum fields.
The expression for the differential p(γ,K+)Λ cross sec-
tion in the center-of-mass frame is given by [16]
dσ
dΩK
=
1
64pi2
1
W 2
|~pK |
Elabγ
∑
λ,λp,λΛ
∣∣Mλ,λp,λΛ ∣∣2. (71)
Here, W is the invariant mass, Elabγ is the photon energy
in the laboratory frame, ~pK is the three-momentum and
θK the scattering angle of the kaon in the center-of-mass
frame. Further, λ, λp and λΛ are the photon, proton
and hyperon polarizations. The notation
∑
λ,λp,λΛ
de-
notes appropriate summing and/or averaging over the
polarizations of initial- and final-state particles. Finally,
Mλ,λp,λΛ is the total transition amplitude. Its squared
absolute value is calculated as∣∣Mλ,λp,λΛ ∣∣2 = ∣∣uλΛΛ Tµελµuλpp ∣∣2, (72)
with u
λp
p and u
λΛ
Λ the proton and hyperon spinors, ε
λ
µ
the polarization four-vector of the photon and Tµ the
truncated interaction current.
Fig. 1 depicts the tree-level Feynman diagram for the
resonant s channel contribution to the p(γ,K+)Λ reac-
tion. In this channel, the photon excites the proton to
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FIG. 1: The tree-level Feynman diagram for the resonant s chan-
nel contribution to the p(γ,K+)Λ reaction in an effective-field the-
oretical framework.
form a nucleon resonance, which is labeled as N∗. In the
N∗’s rest frame the spin of the N∗ can be determined by
the photon-proton relative orbital angular momentum.
The nucleon resonance subsequently decays into a K+
and a Λ. In order to account for the finite lifetime of the
N∗, the following substitution in the expression for the
N∗ propagator is required
p/R +mR
p2R −m2R
→ p/R +mR
p2R −m2R + imRΓR
. (73)
In the tree-level approximation of Fig. 1, the propagator
remains “undressed”. As a consequence, the decay width
of the unstable particle, i.e. the resonance, is not gener-
ated dynamically. The finite lifetime of the resonance
can then be implemented by means of the substitution of
Eq. (73).
From expression (71), the unpolarized total cross sec-
tion
σ(W ) =
∫
dΩK
64pi2
1
W 2
|~pK |
Elabγ
1
22
∑
λ,λp,λΛ
∣∣Mλ,λp,λΛ ∣∣2, (74)
can be calculated. In the presented calculations the cou-
pling constants of Eqs. (67) and (68) are chosen to be
equal, i.e. g0 = g1 = g2 = g. The coupling constant g is
determined from the requirement that σmax = 0.10 µb,
which is a typical order of magnitude for the reaction
γp→ K+Λ. In Fig. 2, σ is plotted for three artificial res-
onances with mR = 1700 MeV, ΓR = 50 MeV and spins
JPR = 1/2
+, 3/2+, 5/2+. The coupling constant g for
each of the three resonances is denoted by g1/2, g3/2 and
g5/2. The explicit expressions for the spin-1/2
+, spin-
3/2+ and spin-5/2+ truncated currents are given by
T 1/2
+
µ = (g0γ5)
(
p/R +mR
p2R −m2R + imRΓR
)
×
(
ieg1
2mp
(
kµ − k/γµ
))
, (75)
W (MeV)
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b)µ
 
(
σ
-310
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10
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FIG. 2: The energy dependence of the γp → N∗ → K+Λ cross
section. The N∗ is a mock resonance with mR = 1700 MeV, ΓR =
50 MeV and JPR = 1/2
+ (solid curve), 3/2+ (dashed curve), 5/2+
(dotted curve). The coupling constants are g1/2 = 1.7, g3/2 = 0.75
and g5/2 = 3.2.
T 3/2
+
µ =
(
ig0
m2K+
pµ1K+
)
×
(
p2R
p/R +mR
p2R −m2R + imRΓR
P3/2µ1;ν1(pR)
)
×
(
ieg1
4m2p
γ5
(
k/gν1µ − kν1γµ
)
+
ieg2
8m3p
γ5
(
(k · p)gν1µ − kν1pµ
))
, (76)
T 5/2
+
µ =
(
ig0
m4K+
γ5p
µ1
K+p
µ2
K+
)
×
(
p4R
p/R +mR
p2R −m2R + imRΓR
P5/2µ1µ2;ν1ν2(pR)
)
×
(
ieg1
16m4p
pν1
(
k/gν2µ − kν2γµ
)
+
ieg2
32m5p
pν1
(
(k · p)gν2µ − kν2pµ
))
, (77)
and the corresponding cross sections are denoted as
σ1/2+ , σ3/2+ and σ5/2+ . In the above expressions, e
represents the charge of the proton, kµ, pµ, pK+,µ and
pR,µ = kµ+pµ the four-momenta of the photon, the pro-
ton, the kaon, and the N∗. Further, mp and mK+ are the
masses of the proton and the kaon. Note that p2R = W
2.
The expression for T
1/2+
µ was obtained from Ref. [17].
The expressions for T
3/2+
µ and T
5/2+
µ were derived from
the consistent interaction Lagrangians (67) and (68), and
the consistent interaction structure (60). Since the equa-
tions of motion for the real photon field are given by
∂µF
µν = 0, (78)
the truncated currents T
3/2+
µ and T
5/2+
µ do not receive
contributions from the third Lagrangian of Eq. (68).
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Inspecting Fig. 2 it is observed that σ1/2+ decreases
asymptotically with W whereas σ3/2+ and σ5/2+ grow
indefinitely with W . The higher the spin of the resonance
the faster σ rises with W . This clearly is an unphysical
and an unacceptable behavior. In order to remedy this
one commonly introduces a hadronic form factor, which
cuts the transition amplitudeMλ,λp,λΛ beyond a certain
energy scale. Hadronic form factors which are commonly
used in the literature are of the dipole form [18]
Fd(s;mR,ΛR) =
Λ4R
(s−m2R)2 + Λ4R
, (79)
or the Gaussian form [19]
FG(s;mR,ΛR) = exp
(
− (s−m
2
R)
2
Λ4R
)
, (80)
with s = W 2 and ΛR the cut-off energy.
For the remainder of this discussion, the following res-
onant s-channel contribution to the p(γ,K+)Λ reaction
will be investigated in detail
γp→ N(1680) F15 → K+Λ. (81)
The nucleon resonance N(1680) F15 is an established
JPR = 5/2
+
resonance with a four-star rating in the Re-
view of Particle Physics of PDG [14]. It has a mass
mR = 1685 MeV and a decay width ΓR = 130 MeV. The
computed cross section that uses a Gaussian form factor
to cut off the transition amplitude at high energies, is de-
noted as σG. The value of the cut-off energy is fixed at a
typical value of ΛR = 1500 MeV. The result of the calcu-
lation of σG is shown in Fig. 3(a). A seemingly resonant
structure is observed. This structure, however, is not as-
sociated with the resonant structure of the N(1680) F15.
Indeed, σG has Wmax ≈ 2250 MeV and fwhm ≈ 450
MeV, with Wmax the invariant mass that corresponds to
the maximum value of the cross section and fwhm the
full width at half maximum. Clearly, the computed en-
ergy dependence of σG displays little resemblance to the
expected behavior of a resonance with mR = 1685 MeV
and ΓR = 130 MeV. Fig. 3(b), which provides a closer
look at σG in the threshold-energy region, reveals that
any sign of a resonant structure at W ≈ mR is missing.
The observed energy dependence of σG, which can be
conceived as unphysical, is generated by the combination
of the opposite high-energy behavior of σ and FG. In the
high-energy limit, σ rises with the energy as is observed
in Fig. 2. This feature is characteristic for off-shell high-
spin interactions. On the other hand, FG decreases for
growing W > mR. For a particular value of the invari-
ant mass, denoted by Wmax, the decrease of FG becomes
strong enough so as to prevent σG from growing indefi-
nitely. As a result, the maximum value of σG is reached at
Wmax and an artificial structure is created. The fact that
the resonant structure at W ≈ mR is not observed in the
computed energy dependence of σG, can be attributed
to the relatively large decay width of the N(1680) F15 in
combination with the fast increase of σ with growing W .
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FIG. 3: (a) The energy dependence of the γp → N(1680) F15 →
K+Λ cross section. A Gaussian form factor was used with ΛR =
1500 MeV and g = 1.7. (b) A semi-logarithmic view of the cross
section in the threshold-energy region. The arrows indicate the
position of the mass of the N(1680) F15.
Clearly, the computed cross section σG of Fig. 3(a)
lacks any obvious physical meaning. Indeed, the reso-
nant structure at W ≈ mR is erased and an unphysical
bump dominates σG for mR .W . 3000 MeV. A clear-
cut remedy consists of cutting off the physics at smaller
energies, i.e. lowering ΛR. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the en-
ergy dependence of σG for a range of cut-off energies.
Indeed, it is observed that lowering ΛR results in a mere
shift of the unphysical bump towards the threshold en-
ergy W0. The peak position and width of the bump in
the energy dependence of σG appear to be a function of
ΛR. The unphysical bump persistently dominates σG. In
Fig. 4(b) the decay width of the N(1680) F15 was artifi-
cially lowered to Γ′R = 20 MeV so that the N(1680) F15’s
resonance peak is dominant at W ≈ mR. In this case
lowering ΛR is indeed an effective remedy. However, it is
not a priori clear what value that should be assigned to
ΛR. Furthermore, most of the established nucleon reso-
nances, if not all, have a relatively large decay width [14].
As such, lowering ΛR does not really provide a physically
acceptable solution. Similar problems occur for spin-3/2
resonances and higher-spin resonances. This is a feature
that is inherent to the consistent description of high-spin
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FIG. 4: The energy dependence of the γp→ N(1680) F15 → K+Λ
cross section for various values of the cut-off energy of the Gaussian
form factor. In (a) the real decay width of the N(1680) F15 was
used, i.e. ΓR = 130 MeV, and g = 2.4, 3.3, 4.2, 5.3 for ΛR = 1250,
1000, 750, 500 MeV. In (b) the decay width of the N(1680) F15
was set to Γ′R = 20 MeV and g = 2.6.
interactions within the R-S framework. The conclusion is
that the unphysical structure in σG cannot be removed
in a consistent way by lowering the value of the form
factor’s cut-off energy.
It is important to stress that with the dipole form fac-
tor of Eq. (79) things get even worse. Indeed, the dipole
form factor does not fall fast enough with energy and
σd keeps on growing in the high-energy limit. This is
obviously an unsatisfactory situation.
In Ref. [6], consistent spin-5/2 interactions are con-
structed from the gauge-invariant field Ψ′µν , defined as
Ψ′µν =
2
m4
P5/2µν;λρ(∂)ψλρ, (82)
with m an arbitrary mass. The gauge-invariant field
Ψ′µν is restricted to a pure spin-5/2 component. This
restriction is indispensable since the spin-5/2 propagator
of Ref. [6] does not generate consistent couplings from
interaction theories that are only required to be invari-
ant under the uRS5/2 (6), as is clarified in Sec. II A 3.
The gauge-invariant field Ψ′µν gives rise to the following
truncated current for the tree-level p(γ,K+)Λ amplitude
T ′µ =
(
− p
2
R
m2K+
)
Tµ
(
− p
2
R
4m2p
)
,
=
W 4
4m2pm
2
K+
Tµ, (83)
with Tµ defined in Eq. (77). Since it features additional
powers of W , the corresponding cross section grows even
stronger with W in the high-energy limit than applying
the consistent interaction theory of Sec. II B 2. It is clear
that its unphysical behavior is even more problematic.
B. The multidipole-Gauss form factor
In Sec. III A it was pointed out that the unphysical
behavior of σG is caused by the divergent high-energy
behavior of σ in the tree-level approximation. This fea-
ture is characteristic for consistent high-spin interactions.
In order to restore the physical resonance peak, the high-
energy behavior of σ needs to be regulated. The angular
dependence of σ, which reflects the quantum numbers of
the exchanged particles, should be left unaltered by such
an operation.
In the expression for the consistent interaction struc-
ture (60), the prefactor (p2R)
nR = snR , with nR = JR− 12 ,
combined with the 2nR four-momenta that are to be con-
tracted with the spin-JR projection operator, give rise to
a factor s2nR = (s2)JR−
1
2 for s  m2R. It is exactly this
factor that causes the unphysical behavior of σG. In order
to resolve these problems, the (s2)JR−
1
2 factor needs to be
included in the denominator of the hadronic form factor.
This can be achieved by multiplying JR − 12 dipole form
factors (79) with the Gaussian form factor (80). The fol-
lowing explicit form for the modified hadronic form factor
is suggested
FmG(s;mR,ΛR,ΓR, JR)
=
(
m2RΓ˜
2
R(JR)
(s−m2R)2 +m2RΓ˜2R(JR)
)JR− 12
× exp
(
− (s−m
2
R)
2
Λ4R
)
, (84)
and is dubbed a “multidipole-Gauss form factor”. In or-
der to preserve the interpretation of the decay width of
the resonance as the fwhm of the resonance peak, a mod-
ified decay width Γ˜R is required. The explicit expression
for the modified decay width depends on the spin of the
resonance and reads
Γ˜R(JR) =
ΓR√
2
1
2JR − 1
. (85)
The details of the derivation of the expression for Γ˜R(JR)
have been diverted to Appendix C. The above choice for
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FIG. 5: (a) The multidipole-Gauss form factor with ΛR = 1500
MeV (solid curve) and the Gaussian form factor with ΛR ≈ 655
MeV (dashed curve) for the N(1680) F15 as a function of the in-
variant mass W . The cut-off energy of the Gaussian form factor
was calculated so as to obtain the same fwhm. (b) The energy
dependence of the corresponding γp→ N(1680) F15 → K+Λ cross
section with g = 6.2 (solid curve) and g = 4.6 (dashed curve).
FmG is inspired by the expression for the squared abso-
lute value of the propagator denominator, i.e.(
p2R −m2R + imRΓ˜R
)−1 (
p2R −m2R − imRΓ˜R
)−1
=
(
(s−m2R)2 +m2RΓ˜2R
)−1
, (86)
where p2R = s has been substituted. In this way the
multidipole-Gauss form factor raises the multiplicity of
the propagator pole at the resonance mass.
Fig. 5(a) compares a multidipole-Gauss form factor
with ΛR = 1500 MeV to a Gaussian form factor with
the same fwhm. Despite the fact that the two form
factors shown in Fig. 5(a) appear similar, their effect
on σ is vastly different. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(b),
which depicts the computed cross sections adopting both
form factors. As explained before, the energy depen-
dence of σG should be interpreted as artificial. The
peak position and width of the observed structure in σG
are determined by the value of the cut-off energy. The
multidipole-Gauss form factor has a larger impact on the
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FIG. 6: The energy dependence of the γp → N(1680) F15 →
K+Λ cross section for various values of the cut-off energy of the
multidipole-Gauss form factor. In (a) the real decay width of the
N(1680) F15 was used, i.e. ΓR = 130 MeV, and g = 6.3, 6.5, 7.0,
8.5 for ΛR = 1250, 1000, 750, 500 MeV. In (b) the decay width of
the N(1680) F15 was set to Γ′R = 20 MeV and g = 4.2.
high-energy behavior of σ, and prevents the formation of
an artificial bump. The form factor FmG augments the ef-
fect of the N(1680) F15’s propagator and this makes sure
that in the computed σmG the resonance peak occurs at
W ≈ mR. Yet, it appears as though the mass of the
N(1680) F15 is shifted by approximately 100 MeV. This
“mass shift” is a threshold effect and is caused by the
fact that mR− ΓR2 ≈W0 and σ(W0) = 0. The mass shift
decreases with increasing resonance mass and decreasing
resonance decay width.
In Fig. 6 the cross sections of Fig. 4 are replotted em-
ploying a multidipole-Gauss form factor. The minor shift
of the resonance peak in Fig. 6(a) does not have the same
origin as the artificial bump of Fig. 4(a). Here the shift is
caused by the comparable magnitudes of ΛR and ΓR. As
a consequence, the resonance peak gets increasingly nar-
rowed by the form factor and this results in a reduction of
the mass shift, which was explained in the previous para-
graph. In Fig. 4(b) the decay width of the N(1680) F15
was artificially lowered to Γ′R = 20 MeV. Here it is ap-
parent that the energy dependence of σmG is indeed the
same for all cut-off energies. Fig. 4(b) also confirms the
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fact that the mass shift decreases with decreasing de-
cay width: the mass shift amounts to approximately 3.5
MeV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work a theory of consistent interactions for mas-
sive high-spin fermions was developed. It was proven
that gauge symmetry is the necessary and sufficient con-
dition to assure the consistency of high-spin interactions.
From this gauge symmetry the most general consistent
interaction structure was constructed for off-shell high-
spin fermions. In addition, consistent couplings for the
(φψψ∗µ1...µn)- and (Aµψψ
∗
µ1...µn)-theories were derived.
It turns out that the power of the momentum depen-
dence of consistent couplings rises with the spin of the R-
S field. This gives rise to unphysical behavior in the com-
puted tree-level cross sections if the reaction is cut off by
a standard hadronic form factor. A persuasive solution
was proposed in terms of an alternative phenomenologi-
cal hadronic form factor, namely the multidipole-Gauss
form factor. We deem that this form factor in conjunc-
tion with the consistent interaction Lagrangians devel-
oped in Sec. II B 2 provides a proper framework to im-
plement the exchange of high-spin resonances in hadro-
dynamical analyses.
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Appendix A: The projection operators for the
spin-5/2 theory
The projection operators for the spin-5/2 theory read
[6]
P5/2µν;λρ(p) =
1
2
(PµλPνρ + PµρPνλ)− 1
5
PµνPλρ
− 1
10
(P/µP/λPνρ + P/µP/ρPνλ
+ P/νP/λPµλ + P/νP/ρPµρ
)
, (A1)
P3/211,µν;λρ(p) =
1
2
(PµλQνρ + PνλQµρ
+ PµρQνλ + PνρQµλ)− 1
6p2
RµνRλρ,
P3/222,µν;λρ(p) =
1
10
(P/µP/λPνρ + P/µP/ρPνλ
+ P/νP/λPµλ + P/νP/ρPµρ
)− 2
15
PµνPλρ,
P3/221,µν;λρ(p) =
1
2
√
5p2
(
pλ (P/µPνρ + P/νPµρ)
+ pρ (P/µPνλ + P/νPµλ)
)
p/
− 1
3
√
5p2
PµνRλρp/
= −P3/221,λρ;µν(p), (A2)
P1/211,µν;λρ(p) = QµνQλρ,
P1/222,µν;λρ(p) =
1
3
PµνPλρ,
P1/233,µν;λρ(p) =
1
6p2
RµνRλρ,
P1/221,µν;λρ(p) =
1√
3
PµνQλρ,
= P1/212,λρ;µν(p),
P1/231,µν;λρ(p) =
1√
6p2
RµνQλρp/,
= −P1/213,λρ;µν(p),
P1/223,µν;λρ(p) = −
1
3
√
2p2
PµνRλρp/,
= −P1/232,λρ;µν(p), (A3)
with
Pµν(p) = gµν − 1
p2
pµpν ,
P/µ(p) = γνPµν(p),
= γµ − p/
p2
pµ,
Qµν(p) = 1
p2
pµpν ,
Rµν(p) = pµP/ν + P/µpν ,
= (γµpν + γνpµ)− 2
p2
p/pµpν . (A4)
The projection operators respectively project the spin-
5/2 field ψµν onto the (physical) spin-5/2 component and
the (unphysical) spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 components. The
following orthogonality relations apply to these operators
[8]
gσσ
′
gττ
′PJil,µν;στ (p)PJ
′
kj,σ′τ ′;λρ(p)
= δJJ ′δlkPJij,µν;λρ(p). (A5)
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Appendix B: The spin-(n+ 1/2) projection operator
The k-th term in expression (42) for the spin-(n+ 1/2)
projection operator reads
n+ 1
2n+ 3
1
(n+ 1)!2
γµ1
(∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
An+1k
× Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k︸ ︷︷ ︸
4kk!2
×
n+1∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k+1)!
)
γν1 . (B1)
The braces indicate how many times the relevant factor
can be transformed into itself by applying permutations
of the Lorentz indices, which are contained in the double
sum. From now on, the factor n+12n+3
1
(n+1)!2 and the double
sum are dropped for reasons of simplicity. By explicitly
carrying out the contractions with the Dirac matrices,
five different terms are obtained, namely
An+1k P/µ2P/ν2 Pµ3µ4Pν3ν4 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k︸ ︷︷ ︸
4k−1(k−1)!2
×
n+1∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k+1)!
, (B2)
An+1k P/µ2P/µ3Pν2ν3Pµ4µ5Pν4ν5 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
4kk!(k−1)!
×
n+1∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k)!
, (B3)
An+1k Pµ2µ3P/ν2P/ν3Pµ4µ5Pν4ν5 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
4kk!(k−1)!
×
n+1∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k)!
, (B4)
An+1k (γ
µ1Pµ1ν1γν1)Pµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
4kk!2
×
n+1∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k)!
, (B5)
An+1k P/ν2P/µ2 Pµ3µ4Pν3ν4 · · · Pµ2k+1µ2k+2Pν2k+1ν2k+2︸ ︷︷ ︸
4kk!2
×
n+1∏
i=2k+3
Pµiνi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2k−1)!
. (B6)
Note that only expressions (B5) and (B6) have a k = 0
term. All of these terms have to be multiplied with a
factor that accounts for the modified number of permu-
tations that can be performed to transform the relevant
term into itself. These factors read
(B2) → 4
kk!2(n− 2k + 1)!
4k−1(k − 1)!2(n− 2k + 1)! = 4k
2, (B7)
(B3) → 4
kk!2(n− 2k + 1)!
4kk!(k − 1)!(n− 2k)! = k(n− 2k + 1), (B8)
(B4) → 4
kk!2(n− 2k + 1)!
4kk!(k − 1)!(n− 2k)! = k(n− 2k + 1), (B9)
(B5) → 4
kk!2(n− 2k + 1)!
4kk!2(n− 2k)! = n− 2k + 1, (B10)
(B6) → 4
kk!2(n− 2k + 1)!
4kk!2(n− 2k − 1)! = (n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k).
(B11)
By renaming the Lorentz indices and using the following
properties
P/µP/ν = −P/νP/µ + 2Pµν ,
γµPµνγν = 3, (B12)
expressions (B2) to (B6) can be transformed into
(B2)→ 4(k + 1)2An+1k+1
× P/µ1P/ν1Pµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
×
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi , (B13)
(B3)→ 2k(n− 2k + 1)An+1k
× Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
×
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (B14)
(B4)→ 2k(n− 2k + 1)An+1k
× Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
×
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (B15)
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(B5)→ 3(n− 2k + 1)An+1k
× Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
×
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (B16)
(B6)→ −(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
× P/µ1P/ν1Pµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
×
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi
+ 2(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
× Pµ1ν1Pµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
×
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi . (B17)
Here, the substitution k → k+1 was made for expression
(B13) and the k = 0 term was added for expressions
(B14) and (B15), since they are proportional to k. In
this way, all expressions obtain a k = 0 term. Note that
the second term of expression (B17) can be rewritten as
2(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
Pµ1ν1Pµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi ,
= 2(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
n−1∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (B18)
= 2(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
Pµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k−1µ2kPν2k−1ν2k
n∏
i=2k+1
Pµiνi , (B19)
The transition from expression (B18) to (B19) is valid
since both expressions are equal for odd n and for even
n the k = n2 term, i.e. the last one, vanishes due to the
prefactor (n− 2k). Next, the factor n+12n+3 1(n+1)!2 and the
double sum are introduced again. The sum of expressions
(B14), (B15), (B16) and (B19) equals
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
kmax,1∑
k=0
AnkPµ1µ2Pν1ν2 · · · Pµ2k+1µ2k+2Pν2k+1ν2k+2
×
n∏
i=2k+3
Pµiνi . (B20)
The coefficients Ank can be calculated as
Ank =
n+ 1
2n+ 3
1
(n+ 1)!2
(
3(n− 2k + 1) + 4k(n− 2k + 1)
+ 2(n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k))An+1k ,
=
(n− 2k + 1)
(n+ 1)!n!
An+1k . (B21)
From the definition of the coefficients Ank , i.e. Eq. (46),
the expression for Ank can be further reduced to
Ank =
(n− 2k + 1)
(n+ 1)!n!
(
1
(−2)k
(n+ 1)!
k!(n− 2k + 1)!
× (2n− 2k + 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
)
,
=
1
(−2)k
1
n!k!(n− 2k)!
(2n− 2k + 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
. (B22)
For even values of n one has kmax,1 =
n
2 . For odd values
of n this becomes kmax,1 =
n−1
2 .
Finally, the sum of expression (B13) and the first term
of expression (B17) equals
∑
P (µ)
∑
P (ν)
P/µ1P/ν1
×
kmax,2∑
k=0
BnkPµ2µ3Pν2ν3 · · · Pµ2kµ2k+1Pν2kν2k+1
×
n∏
i=2k+2
Pµiνi . (B23)
The coefficients Bnk are then given by
Bnk =
n+ 1
2n+ 3
1
(n+ 1)!2
(
4(k + 1)2An+1k+1
− (n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)An+1k
)
,
=
n+ 1
2n+ 3
1
(n+ 1)!2
(
4(k + 1)2
× 1
(−2)k+1
(n+ 1)!
(k + 1)!(n− 2k − 1)!
(2n− 2k − 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
− (n− 2k + 1)(n− 2k)
× 1
(−2)k
(n+ 1)!
k!(n− 2k + 1)!
(2n− 2k + 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
)
,
= − 1
(−2)k
1
n!k!(n− 2k − 1)!
(2n− 2k − 1)!!
(2n+ 1)!!
. (B24)
For even values of n one has kmax,1 =
n−2
2 . For odd
values of n this becomes kmax,1 =
n−1
2 .
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Appendix C: The modified decay width for the
multidipole-Gauss form factor
The expression for the total cross section of Eq. (74)
is proportional to the following factor
σ(s) ∝
(
(s−m2R)2 +m2RΓ˜2R
)−2JR
, (C1)
which is stemming from the squared multidipole-Gauss
form factor and the squared spin-JR propagator denom-
inator. The values of s corresponding to the half maxi-
mum of this factor are the solutions to the equation(
(s−m2R)2 +m2RΓ˜2R
)2JR
= 2
(
m2RΓ˜
2
R
)2JR
. (C2)
These are found as
s± = m2R
(
1± Γ˜R
mR
√
2
1
2JR − 1
)
. (C3)
The full width at half maximum is then calculated as
(fwhm)R =
√
s+ −√s−,
= mR
(√
1 +
Γ˜R
mR
√
2
1
2JR − 1
−
√
1− Γ˜R
mR
√
2
1
2JR − 1
)
. (C4)
If Γ˜R is defined as
Γ˜R(JR) =
ΓR√
2
1
2JR − 1
, (C5)
then
(fwhm)R ≈ ΓR, (C6)
for ΓR  mR, which is the desired result.
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